Directions to MIT Electrochemistry Lab and Professor Shao-Horn’s Office

Arrival from Logan Airport:

1) **Taxi:** The best way is probably to take a cab from the airport to MIT at 77 Mass Ave.
2) **Public Transportation:** Take the MBTA Subway system [http://mbta.com](http://mbta.com). There are many subway/bus routes. I find the easiest is to take SL1 Silver Line bus (considered a “rail line”) towards South Station (from outside Logan baggage claim,) then transfer to Red Line towards Alewife to the Kendall MIT stop, which drops you off right by campus. (You can search at MBTA.com for other routes, just type in “Logan Airport” for starting location and “MIT” for terminal location.) Current fare is $2.00 (you should be able to transfer free at South Station.) You buy a “Charlie Card” at the station and put as much fare as you will need. More fare details at [http://www.mbta.com](http://www.mbta.com).

Contact:

Prof Shao-Horn’s assistant Marj Joss (maj@mit.edu) is in 3-144, her office phone is (617) 452-2781.

Getting around campus:

If you take a cab to MIT, they should drop you off at 77 Mass Ave. You enter the main entrance between the ionic columns, and you will be in Lobby 7 with the small dome. Continue straight ahead up the hallway. After you have passed through the lobby to take their first right off the corridor and a stairwell will be directly on their left. Take these stairs up to the third floor and take a left. Professor Shao-Horn’s office is 3-334, the first one past the glass doors on the left.

The Electrochemical Energy Lab is in building 31.

The MIT searchable interactive map can be found at [http://whereis.mit.edu](http://whereis.mit.edu).

Also there is a great MIT smart phone app.

Google and iOS maps also show detail of buildings on MIT campus. You can just type “MIT” into the map and it will go to the campus map.

All three maps allow you to type in building numbers (for example Prof Shao-Horn’s office is 3-334 which means building 3 room 334, type in “3” or “31”) and find your way around.

Things to see:

- If you’d like to see the famous MIT dome, you can go out to Killian Court between buildings 3 and 4 and view the dome and the Charles River and Boston skyline.
- Harvard University is just up the street, 20 min walk or take the #1 Bus outside of 77 Mass Ave (take the bus from the closer side of the street northbound.)
- You can take an elevator to the top of the Prudential Center across the river for a 360° view of the area.